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Lead Cast Beintehaa is a romantic series with lots of family tshan. Beintehaa was launched on December 30 on Colors Channel. For the 2016 Pakistani tv series, see Be Inteha. BeintehaaGenreRomanticDramaCreated byFortune ProductionsDirected by Maan Sinh Minku, Deepak Saini, Ankur BhatiyaCreative directorFarhan SalaruddinOpening
themeShanaya ParthCountry of originIndiaOriginal languageHindiNo. seasons1No. episodes235[1]ProductionProducer,Farhan Salaruddin, Running timeApprox. 24 companyFortune ProductionsReleaseOriginal networkColors TVPicture format1080p HD 16:9The original release30 December 2013 (2013-12-30) -21 November 2014 (2014-11-21)External
linksWebsite Beintehaa (transl. Extremity, limitless, without boundaries (International Title: Endless Love) is an Indian December 30, 2013 on Colors TV. [2] [3] [4] He played Preetika Rao[2][5] and Harshad Arora. [6] [7] [8] Plot Charming brat Zain Abdullah and the pretty, cultured Aaliya Haider have been rival cousins since childhood. They eventually grow
up and meet again, but a series of misunderstandings lead them to be forced to marry. Zain wants to get rid of her because he never wanted to get married and only wanted to have girlfriends. Zain's older brother, Fahad has two wives Nafisa and Shazia who hate each other. It is revealed that Fahad married his second wife, Shazia as Suraiya (the mother of
Zain and Fahad) wanted a male heir, but Nafisa was unable to conceive more after having two daughters. Fahad married Shazia and they had a son. He loves his two wives and does his best to meet their needs. On the other hand, Zain and Aaliya constantly bicker, but slowly become friends when they help Fahad who has landed in trouble with some
goons. Aayat, Aaliya's younger sister, is in trouble and Zain is helping her without informing her family. He was in an accident and was injured. During the course of the investigation, Aaliya discovers that Zain helped Aayat and his accident was caused by Rocky Singh who owned a brothel and had deceived Aayat. Suraiya, who does not like Aaliya, makes
her sing emotionally what makes Aaliya leave the house. Zain will find out later and take her home. Fahad and Osman plan to bring down Zain and Aaliya in love. Meanwhile, it is revealed that Suraiya does not like Aaliya and her family because Barkat, her long-lost daughter was kidnapped by Mir who is Aaliya's uncle. Aaliya promises to bring Barkat back.
Zain and Aaliya finally find Barkat. Happy, Suraiyya begins to love Aaliya and her family again, making Shazia and Nafisa unhappy. Zain realizes that he has fallen in love with Aaliya. Then Zubair is introduced. Zain thinks that Aaliya loves Zubair when he sees them together not knowing that they are cousins. Rizwan fell in love with Aayat and felt the same
way when he saw her with Zubair. For more details, Zain humiliates Aaliya who leaves for his hometown of Bhopal and leaves a message asking him to realize his mistake. However, Zain and Aaliya finally express their love and they return home. Aaliya soon finds Barkat's behavior suspicious and it is revealed that she is in fact Mir's biological daughter who
is after the wealth and family property of the Abdullahs. Aaliya and Zain work together and eventually manage to expose Barkat and she is thrown out of the house, but before going there, Barkat poisons Suraiyya's spirit against Aaliya by telling her that she is having an affair with Zubair and so Suraiyya starts hating Aaliya again. She plots to separate Zain
and Aaliya by creating misunderstandings between them. Nafisa who is fed up with Suraiyya's attitude towards her and to favor Shazia on plots of revenge and reports Suraiyya allegations that she is abusing Aaliya. She is arrested, as is Zain for trying to intervene and they are both beaten Prison. When Aaliya comes to know about this, she is shocked and
heartbroken and takes the false complaint back, but Zain avoids her to say that it's all her fault and he starts hating her. Unfortunately, one day Usman gets into an accident and dies of which Aaliya is blamed. He announces that he wants to end his relationship with Aaliya who is shocked by his actions, but she agrees that there is no turning back and is hurt
by Zain not believes her. They divorce at Usman's funeral and she receives help from Rehan, who is a lawyer and a single father of two with whom Aaliya develops a bond. Suraiyya wants zain to marry a family friend, Sanam, but he refuses, but makes Aaliya jealous who began working in Abdullah Industries to fulfill Usman's dreams. Rehan tries to get to
the bottom of the truth regarding the arrest and discovers that he was in fact Nafisa. He plots a plan to make him believe that Usman is alive, which frightens him and makes her expose herself in front of him. Usman tells Aaliya that is still wounded by Zain's level of confidence in his betrayal and Zain's re-marriage and decides to start again elsewhere. Before
going, Nafisa, who has carried out her misdeeds, apologizes and regretfully tells Aaliya not to reveal to anyone for the sake of her daughters, but Aaliya decides to forgive her and tells her that she is walking away. Rehan sends Nafisa's recording to Zain at the last minute and he realizes his mistake and rushes to stop Aaliya but it's too late. He breaks down
and swears to find her. A year later, Aaliya lives happily in Hyderabad with Rehan and her children who call mother Aaliya as her family bond to them. She runs her own dhaba, but is no longer the innocent and carefree as she once was, but she is strict and authoritarian for her employees. On the other hand, Zain lives a sad life and is seen always going to
Usman's grave and repenting of his mistake. He's still looking for Aaliya. Nafisa has repented and is still seeking forgiveness from Zain who, for a year, began to hate and not speak after his betrayal. She wants Zain-Aaliya to find his way back to each other after seeing how lonely he has been for a year. One day, during a visit to Hyderabad, Zain sees Aaliya
and they are both emotional, but the latter is still cold towards him. He is heartbroken to learn of Aaliya's connection with Rehan and the children. He tries to win her back and starts spending time in his dhaba. However, trying to leave Zain once and for all, she soon marries Rehan, but Zain discovers that Rehan is plotting against Suraiyya as he thinks she
has killed his first wife. Zain and Aaliya are working together to find out the truth. Suraiyya discovers the truth about Aaliya's innocence of Nafisa after Suraiyya's severe treatment in Aaliya and seeks to forgive her, but she does not Nafisa and rejects it. It is revealed that Suraiyya did not actually kill Rehan's wife, but she committed suicide. Afterwards, Zain
saves Rehan's son from an accident and is injured in the process he seeks and seeing that they still love each other, he offers Aaliya to Zain and the duo are finally back together and welcomed happily by everyone in the house. Surraiya and Fahad are still cold towards Nafisa, but Aaliya tells them to forgive him and that Nafisa has truly repented. Zain and
Aaliya's happiness is short-lived when Rocky, Zain's lookalike arrives and is brought into the house like Zain by Suraiyya's evil sister, Zareena. He claims to be Zain without the family's knowledge. But later, the truth comes out and the real Zain appears as he was kidnapped and he and Aliya are reunited. Zareena realizes her mistake and apologizes. Nafisa
is pregnant once again and the whole family is happy except for Shazia and plots to harm her and the baby. But in the other incident, Shazia's son, Saif almost got hurt but is saved by Nafisa. Shazia also realizes her mistake and accepts that she tried to kill the baby, but everyone makes her realize that she and Nafisa can't compete with each other and
Fahad treats the two women equally and loves them both. Seven years later, Aaliya and Zain have a son, Zayd and Rizwan and Ayat have a daughter, Kashish. They both bicker, reminding Aaliya and Zain of their childhood and struggles. Suraiyya and the rest of the family appear with her holding Usman's frame and they remember him on his birthday.
Finally, they all live happily ever after. Cast Main Preetika Rao as Aaliya Abdullah née Haider / Khan, Zain's wife, Zayd's mother, and Rehan's ex-wife. Harshad Arora: Zain Abdullah, the husband of Aaliya, the father of Zayd / Rocket Fernandez, the sysie of Zain who loved Aaliya. Recurring Suchitra Pillai: Surraiya Abdullah, Fahad and the mother of Zain
Naved Aslam as Osman Abdullah, Fahad and Zain's father, Vivek Madan, Aaliya's maternal uncle, as Fahad Abdullah, Zain's older brother, Nafisa and Shazia's husband, Aroob, Sana and gunjan Vijaya, Saif's father, Nafisa Abdullah, Fahad's first wife, Aroob and Namrata Pathak, Sana's mother, shazia Fahad's second wife, Rituraj Singh, Saif's mother,
Ghulam Haider, Riva Bubber, Aaliya's father and Aayat, in the name of Shabana Haider, Aaliya's mother and Aayat, vikas Grover, Osman's sister, Rizwan Malik, Zain's best friend, Nafisa's brother, Aayat's husband, Kashish's father, Shi vangi Joshi : Aayat Malik née Haider, Aaliya's younger sister, Rizwan's wife, Kashish Nandish Sandhu's mother in the
name of Rehan Khan, zain and Aaliya's friend, Aaliya's temporary husband[10] Astha Agarwal in the name of Rida Khan , the first wife of Rehan Khan Raju Kher in the name of Dr. Rehan Imran Khan's father in the name Rahim Qureshi, Zareena's husband, Surraiya's brother-in-law, Fahad's uncle and Zain, Bilal Kamya Panjabi's father as Zareena Qureshi,
the sister of Fahad's aunt and Zain, Rahim's wife, Bilal Neel Motwani's mother as Bilal Qureshi, Surraiya's nephew, Fahad and Zain's cousin brother, Zareena and Rahim Dimple Jhangiani's son as Barkat Abdullah/Bobby Mir Khan, Aaliya and Aayat's cousin, ankush Bali, Zain's false sister, Mohit Malhotra: Zubair Qureshi, Aaliya and Aayat's cousin brother,
Sunil Sinha, in the name Mir Khan, Ghulam's cousin brother, Aaliya and Aayat's uncle, The father of Bobby Wasim Faras as Zeeshan Ahmed, the ex-fiancé of Aaliya Vaishali Jhulka as Asmita Ahmed Farook Qaasi as Mohsin Ahmed Gaurav Devaiyya as Omar Ahmed Priya Shinde as Sanam, Zain ex-fiancee Vishesh Bansal: Za Abdullah, Zain and Sheela
Sharma, the son of Aaliya, in the name Puru Chibber in the name of Rocky Singh - Toral Rasputra in the name of Anandi (Balika Vadhu) Sanaya Irani as Parvati (Rangrasiya) Ashish Sharma as Rudra (Rangrasiya) Tina Datta as Meethi (Uttaran) Mrunal Jain as Akash (Uttaran) Dipika Kakar: Simar (Sasural Simar Ka) Tejasswi Prakash as Dhara (Sanskaar Dharohar Apnon Ki) Drashti Dhami as Madhu Adaptations The show is back with the same episodes , but a different name, Salaam-E-Ishq Daastaan Mohabbat Ki (transl. Salame Ishq: the story of love) and was embroidered on Rishtey. [11] This series was dubbed in Tamil as Alaipayuthey[12] on Raj TV. The series was also dubbed in Turkish and aired on
Kanal 7 under the name Benimsin. The series was also dubbed in South Africa under the name endless love on Glow tv. The series was also dubbed in Bosnia and Herzegovina and broadcast on the OBN television channel under the name Aaliya. The series was also dubbed in Tanzania in Swahili and broadcast on Azam tv (azam two) of the same name
BEINTEHAA. In 2017, the show was premiered in Afghanistan on Lemar (TV channel) under the title ' It has also been broadcast in Arabic by the title Sama Dubai. It was premiered in Azerbaijan on Dala TV in 2018 under the name 'B-D' SEVG. Cross episodes On May 31, 2014,[citation needed] Beintehaa had a crossover with the television show
Rangrasiya. References to Beintehaa Episodes. Mr. Beintehaa. November 14, 2014. Archived of the original on December 3, 2014. Recovered on November 15, 2014. A b Preetika Rao in 'Beintehaa' New TV Show on Colors (Pictures) - Colors to replace Bigg Boss with fiction - - Preetika excited to get started Archived 27 December 2013 at the Wayback
Machine - Preetika-Harshad reunite on Beintehaa- IE - Naved Aslam Rituraj Singh in Beintehaa - TU Muslim serials back on TV, thanks to 'Qubool Hai, Beintihaa' - 'Preetika-Harshad to meet on Beintehaa'. The Indian Express. December 20, 2013. Nandish Sandhu to enter Beintehaa. dnaindia. June 18, 2014. Rishtey refreshes the range of content; extends
early slots to peak hours. Indian Television Dot Com. Recovered January 12, 2016. external links official website Raj TV official website Raj TV on YouTube Recovered from
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